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Local residents
deem water
quality a problem

td Trouble in Paradise

The UnVersity and Wood
County Health Department
are working out ways
to improve Bowling Green

• Wear sunscreen with at least a
15 SPF and reapply every two
hours (or as directed).
• Wear lip protection
• Moniter the amount of time
you spend in the sun.
• Drink water and other fluids
• Choose beverages without
caffeine or alcohol.
• Watch exposure to sun and
alcohol consumption.

water quality

|Plg»3
Take a trip
down memory
lane

^

^ALCOHt
• Be aware of
o how
drinks and
many drinks,
what kind of drinks,
you're having.
• Watch where you
put your drinks.
• Have a designated
driver.

A look back at the toys
of the 1980s: Cabbage
Patch Kids and Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles were
some of the more popular
ones of the decade
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America ranks
as the world's
No. 1 incarcerator
One of every 100 adults

• Drink bever-

in the United States is in jail

ages from
bottles or
cans
• Watch for
ice made
with unsafe
water.

or prison for the first time
in history, says a new report
released by the Pew Center
on the States | Pag* 6

How pollsters
gather American
opinion
A satritical poll of what
poll takers are really
asking the American

• Beware of
food and
drinks not
served hot.
• Don't eat
uncooked
vegetables, fruits.
meats, dairy products, or shellfish
ouside of the United States.

public in regards to the
upcoming election

One last goodbye
for BG women
Seniors Kate Achter and
Whitney Taylor suit up
for the Falcons one last
time before their colege
careers come to a dose
This pair is the part of the

Sourco Whn CO«CIK. C«n» «nd B»dcy
Conrad Davenport staff psychologist

TRAVEL
" Buckle up.
• Pack luggage securely.
• Check your oil and tire pressure
before departure
• Carry your personal identification
and insurance cards.

IF
SOMETHING
SHOULD
HAPPEN
• Know what
numbers to call.
• Know where to
seek help.
• Involve authorities if
needed.
• Students should talk
to someone about
their feelings while on
break and when they
return to campus.
• If students need to talk to
someone, the Counseling
Center takes appointments
and has walk-in hours from
1:30 to 4:oo p.m. Monday
through Thursday and will be
open during spring break.

'Leapers look forward to
celebrating actual b-day

wvmingest class
Reporter

|Pagt9

Today GregWinterrowd is throwing a superheroes costume parry
in honor of his sixth birthday.
Games, like musical chairs and
pin the cap on the superhero,
will be played throughout the
evening. Winterrowd, a video
production company owner in
Oregon, is turning 24 years old.
Born on Feb. 29, 1984,
Winterrowd has a leap day
birthday. Once every four years
he, and other "leapers", are able
to celebrate on the actual day
they were bom. On the off years,
Winterrowd celebrates on the
nearest weekend.

"It kind of sucks because it
feels like you don't really have a
birthday," Winterrowd said.
Carol Koch is celebrating her
18th birthday this year, she
will be turning 72. She said
she likes the comments she
gets for only having a birthday
every four years.
"Everyone says they wish
they were as young as 1 am,"
Koch said.
Koch's granddaughter, Ashley,
a freshman at Bowling Green,
said her grandma's birthday
combined with her grandpa's
sense of humor sometimes
See LEAP | Page 2

What are you most
looking forward to on
your break?

From business school
to Slyder burgers
n

■S

I
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Junior, Telecommunications
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TODAY
Snow/Wind
3

University alumnus and White Castle CEO spoke
to students about history of family company

"Seeing my mother,
seeing my family."

High: 35. Low: 20

TOMORROW
Flurries

By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

University Alumnus and White
Castle President and CEO Bill
Ingfam gave a speech to students and faculty yesterday in
the Union as part of a new CEO
lecture series started by the
University College of Business.
Ingram, graduating class of
1972, spoke about the challenges
he laces everyday as the CEO of a
privately-owned family business
as well as some of the strategies
White Castle uses as they continue to grow.
The restaurant chain was
started in 1921 by Ingram's

ALWAYS
• Travel in groups
• Travel with people you trust and feel
comfortable with.
• Come and leave with the same group.
• Be aware of your surroundings
• Control your alcohol consumption.

grandfather in Wichita, KS, as a
hamburger shop that specialized
in five-cent burgers, he said.
Ingram discussed how the
business was'forced to change
during World War II by using
their facilities to make amphibious landing vehicles and then
switched overto fertilizer spreaders after the war ended.
White Castle was not just in
the burger and fertilizer business. They produced paper hats
for use by food service workers
and gradually expanded into the
freezer section of grocery stores.
"People would tell me they
See CEO | Page 2

Spring break is a time to get away
and have fun but before students
leave, they need to keep their safety in mind.
Dr. Faith Yingling, director of the
University's Wellness Connection
Center, said students need to be
smart about spring break. They
need to be aware of the dangers
and take the needed precautions.
"Think about it before you go,"
Yingling said. "Be prepared."
But even if precautions are taken,
accidents can happen. University
staff psychologist Becky Conrad
Davenport said not every dangerous situation can be prevented
and students need to know their
resources in case of an emergency.
To have a safe and fun spring
break, Undergraduate Student
Government President Johnnie
L Lewis said it is important for
students to take responsibility for
their actions.
"They should remember they
are not only representing Bowling
Green State University but also
themselves," he said.
Lewis said he hopes students will
remember the recent loss of the
two University students, who died
in an accident over winter break
and take the time to be careful.
"We've seen what can happen
when we are celebrating a holiday,
like spring break," he said.

• Students get politically
involved through Facebook
By Kyi* Reynolds

By Alison Lodge

in BG history

By Backy Toner
Reporter

SUN

Reporter

Sophomore Conor Kendrick
doesn't just use his Facebook
profile for sending messages
to friends and displaying his
hobbies of paintball and snowboarding, he also uses it be a
part of the political process.
Under a picture of the redhaired twenty-year-old student cradling a baby on his
Facebook page, is a list of politicians he supports — former
presidential nominee Mitt
Romney and Illinois senate
hopeful Mike Psak.
On his Facebook page,
Kendrick's says, "GOP ALL
THE WAYBABY!!!!" in response
to an ABC News poll question asking if he would vote
for Hillary Clinton or Barack
Obama if lohn McCain were
the Republican nominee.

Videos of former House
speaker, Newt Gingrich are
posted on his profile along
with photos of him standing
beside political figures such
as U.S Ambassador to the U.N.
John Bolton and former House
Majority Leader Tom DeLay.
Many students are using
Facebook now to show their
friends which politicians they
support and what issues are
important to them.
Montana Miller, assistant
professor in the areas of youth
culture and Internet communities, says students can influence their friends by participating politically on the site.
If a student sees one of their
friends that they respect is supporting a certain politician,
they may look into that candiSee FACEBOOK | Page 2

HOW TO USE THE
IHTERNETTO
BECOME POLITICALLY
ACTIVE & INFORMED
■ Use Facebook to show your
support for candidates and
issues.
■ Post videos and news articles on Facebook.
■ Participate in political polls
on sites, such as Facebook.
■ Use the internet to find fellow supporters and create
rallies in your hometown.
■ Use the web to find political
news.
■ When looking for news, use
many different sites to make
sure your information is
accurate.
■ Write your own stories
and post them on sites like
lndyMedia.org.

CAMPUS
Speaker of House Pelosi
BRIEF
seeks grand jury investigation Debating it.
By Lara Jakes Jordan
Trie Associated Press

WASHINGTON — House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi has
asked for a grand jury investigation into whether White
House chief of staff losh Bolten
and former counsel Harriet
Miers should be prosecuted for
contempt of Congress.
Pelosi is demanding that
misdemeanor charges be pursued against Miers for refusing
to testify to Congress about the
2006 firings of federal prosecutors, and against Bolten
for failing to turn over White
House documents related to
the purge.

i

S-residential style
Harriet Miers
Refused to testify
to Congress
about federal
prosecutor firings

Her demands were spelled
out in letters sent yesterday
to Attorney General Michael
Mukasey and U.S. Attorney
Jeff Taylor, in the District of
Columbia, whose office would
oversee the grand jury.
The House voted two
weeks ago to hold Bolten and
Miers in contempt for not
cooperating with committee
investigations.

ve campus organizations participated
in a presidential-style debate yesterday to
prepare students lor the Oho pnmanes on
Tuesday.
Representatw from the Colege
Republicans, Cdege Democrats.
FREEDOM. WBGU Radio and VISION
each had sewn mnutes to respond to questjons on health care, the war in Iraq, foreign
poky, the economy and higher education
Jenrifer Cole of BG Rack) New hosted
the debate
"We want to hear what the students have
to say. what the campus is thinking,' Cole
said Throw out a lew questions and dig
into the ninds of the students'
Although the seats in the Multipurpose
Room were empty, the debate wibe
broadcasted next Thursday at noon on 88.1
FM.WBGU.

High: 31, Low: 21
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
5:14 P.M.
A student reported her iPod stolen
(torn a locker in the women's locker
room used by Dining Services.
When the student went to get her
purse, she noticed the iPod had
been stolen from it

THURSDAY
202 A.M.
Aaron D. Zdawczyk. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal mischief for breaking a mirror in the
bathroom of Campus Quarters on
East Wooster Street.
2:35 A.M.
Jason L Hiser. 25. of Grand Rapids.
Ohio, was arrested for urinating on
North Mam Street.
2:52 AM.
Mark Huston Butler II, 19, of New
Castle. Penn. was cited for possession of marijuana.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
A pull quote in Thursday's story
"Men's golf with a solid finish in
spring opener in S.C" was cut short.
Jace Walker's full quote should
have read: "On Tuesday, the wind
picked up and it felt a little more
like Northern weather, and that just
shows how when the playing field
gets evened out. how we can really
compete."

Prince Harry's position leaked on Internet
By Tirlq Panja
The Associated Press

LONDON — The secret is out:
Prince Harry has been serving on the front line with his
British army unit in one of
Afghanistan's most lawless and
barren provinces.
Harry is the first royal to serve
in a combat zone since his uncle
Prince Andrew flew helicopters during Britain's war with
Argentina over the Falkland
Islands in 1982.
British officials had hoped to
keep the 23-year-old's deployment secret until he had safely
returned, but they released
video of Harry serving in
Helmand Province after a leak
appeared on the U.S. Web site
the Drudge Report.
The planned deployment
had been disclosed to reporters,
with no specific date, but was
not reported previously under
a pool agreement between
the Ministry of Defense and
all major news organizations
operating in Britain, including The Associated Press. The
news blackout was intended to
reduce the risk to the prince
and his regiment.
"I got here on Christmas Eve.
Andgoingfrom bullet magnet to
anti-bullet magnet, most of the
guys were pretty bummed that
I was here because nothing was
happening for the first few days
that I was here. But things are
picking up again now because
it's obviously quite boring when
nothing is happening,1' Harry
said in one video.

CEO
Explosion at mal
leaves at least
six injured
WAUKF.GAN, III. (AP) —Alarge
explosion has blown the top off
a shopping plaza in Watikegan,
III. Police say at least six people
have been taken to a hospital.
The explosion struck around
lunchtime yesterday. It blew
the windows out of storefronts
and collapsed the ceilings
above stores.
Witness Candi Rixie was taking orders at a sandwich shop
a block away. She said she felt a
rumble, almost like somebody
hit the building with a car.
It wasn't immediately clear
what caused the blast.

From Page 1
bought 10 burgers but only ate
six and took the rest home to
reheat in their new microwave,"
Ingram said. "Because our burgers are steamed, they reheat well
in microwaves."
Ingram also spoke on the difficulties of running a family business, noting that he is the 3rd
generation to own the company,
after his father and grandfather.
"It's harder to tell family
members they are not meeting
expectations and to find work
elsewhere," Ingram said.
When t he question and answer
section started, students wanted
to know how the company got
involved with the movie "Harold
& Kumar Go to White Castle."
Ingram said the company was
approached about the movie and
decided to go ahead and allow

JOHN SIIUWIU ! AP PHOTO
ARMORED ROYALTY: Britain's Prince Harry, atop a mtory whide in the Helmand province. Southern Afghanistan Monday. February 18 Prince
Harry has been serving on the front line in Afghamstan with the British A/my. accorrjing to an annourKementDyBrrrain's Ministry of Defence.

home alive.
Putting aside his usual life
of privilege in Afghanistan, the
prince spoke of going without
showers for days, eating corned
beef and hash and drinking
nonalcoholic drinks. He noted
he had also escaped the relentless paparazzi in London.
Harry trained at Sandhurst
military academy and joined
the Blues and Royals as a cornet, the cavalry regiment's
equivalent of a second lieutenant. After being held back from
his Iraq assignment, the prince
threatened to quit the army if
he wasn't given the chance to
see combat.
HesaidthenewsofhisAfghan
assignment was delivered by his

grandmother, Queen Elizabeth
II.
"She told me I'm off to
Afghanistan so that was the way
it was supposed to be," he said
in an interview in Afghanistan,
his hair coated with dust and
his face in stubble.
"She was very 'pro' me going
then, so I think she's relieved
that I get the chance to do
what I want to do," he added.
He said he tries to phone home
once a week.
Harry said his older brother,
William, who also graduated
from Sandhurst and is training
as a military pilot, is jealous of
his deployment. As second in
line for the throne, William is
unlikely to ever see combat.

Ingram is an alumni and the White Castle brand is
well known ...That's a hard combo to -beat"

it, you see a vertically integrated business."
Junior Jeramee Caraballo
said he liked the presentation
and learned about business
adaptation from the speaker.
"Ilngram showed thatl In
business, you can't just focus on
the original business," Caraballo
said, drawing on the changes
White Castle has gone through.
He said he admired how
Ingram worked his way up
and was a part of the company
before taking over.
lunior Dan Feucrstein was
thrilled at the chance to hear
Ingram speak.
"I thought it was the sweetest
thing I have ever seen here in
college," Feuerstein said. "I grew
up eating White Castle and it is
such a large part of my life."
He said it was nice to see that
not all CEO's are as stuffy and
square as people think and can
just be normal people.

Although he is still in
Afghanistan, military chiefs are
angry over the leakand are considering if he should be moved.
Tours to Afghanistan usually
last six months, but Harry has
served just 10 weeks.
"I will take advice from the
operational commanders about
whether his deployment can
continue," said the army's commander, Gen. Richard Dannatt.
Harry, the third in line to the
British throne, was supposed
to go to Iraq with the Blues and
Royals regiment last May but
I he assign ment was scrapped at
the last minute because of security fears. Iraqi insurgents made
threats on Internet chat rooms,
saying he would not make it

Rodney Rodgers | Dean of the College of Business Administration
the filmmakers to use the company's trademarks after viewing
the script.
"We wanted to make sure they
|the filmmakersi weren't going
to hurt the integrity of White
Castle," Ingram said.
Ingram also discussed the
process that went into naming
the original store.
"They [the foundersl wanted
something that symbolized
strength and purity," he said.
He mentioned the name
caused challenges because it's
a struggle to make a building
look like a castle, especially if
the building was not constructed by them.
The final question posed
to Ingram was what his favor-

FACEBOOK
From Page 1
-date more or associate the
candidate with that friend,
Miller said.
When Miller sees Hillary
Clinton she associates her with
a former student who works for
Clinton's campaign and gives
updates from the campaign
trail on her Facebook page.
Obama has the most supporters on the Web site with over
648,000, with his Democratic
rival Clinton far behind him at
over 125,000.
Texas congressman Ron
Paul leads the GOP field with
over 84,000 supporters, while
McCain has the support of over
76,000 Facebook users.
The Internet has expanded
candidates campaigning territory. Candidates have their
own Web sites, profiles on
Facebook, MySpace and videos
on YouTube.
Not all students use these
Web sites to follow politics like
Kendrick though.
lunior Brittany McCann
doesn't like all the negative
campaigning and bashing that
politicians do.
"I've just never been interested in politics," McCann said.
"I should, but I'm not."
With all the political information on the Internet there
are many ways students can get
more politically informed on
the candidates and issues.
Once students have found

—Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

ite food to order when he goes
to White Castle. He quickly
responded "I usually order two
jalapeno cheeseburgers.''
Rodney
Rogers,
Dean
of the College of Business
Administration, said Ingram
was the perfect choice to bring
in as the first speaker of this new
lecture series.
"Ingram is an alumni and
the White Castle brand is
well known by the students.
That's a hard combo to beat,"
Rogers said.
Rogers said the University
wanted to bring Ingram to speak
because he thinks White Castle
is an interesting business.
"Consumers only see the store
front," Rogers said. "But behind

a candidate or issue they
are passionate about they
can use the Internet to
help campaign.
Senior Mark Ingles said
many candidates use their
Web site as a place where supporters can publicize events
they are holding in support of
the candidate.
ObamahasaplaceonhisWeb
site called my.BarackObama.
com, where people can post
events they are holding for
Obama and people can search
for the events in their area.
Currently, there are 113 events
scheduled within 100 miles
of Bowling Green in support
of Obama.
One candidate whose coverage has benefited greatly
from his passionate Internet
constituency is Ron Paul,
Miller said.
"He doesn't get a lot of attention from the traditional media
but I'm bombarded with information on him through the
Facebook site of a student,"
Miller said. "Most of the information I've heard about him
:Paul| is through his [the student's] Facebook."
It isn't clear whether popularity on the site will translate
into votes.
Despite Paul being the leading GOP candidateon Facebook
he only has collected sixteen
delegates so far. Facebook has
partnered with ABC News for
election coverage, allowing
people to answer poll questions

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE

SPRING

BREAK

MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR
"VALID FOR FIRST

1000 RESERVATIONS.

LEAP
From Page 1
makes for an awkward situation.
"We were at Applebee's
and my grandpa likes to joke
with the waitresses. He said
he had been sleeping with
liny grandmal since she was
five. You should have seen
the look on [the waitress's]
face!" Koch said.
Winterrowd also gets teased
about his age at the elementary
school where he also works.
"Kids will be like 'I'm six,
so I'm older than you'."
Winterrowd said.
Winterrowd started a
Facebook group called "Leap
year? You mean people are
born on that day?" for people
with leap day birthdays to
meet and for those without
— to learn.
"Most people don't really
understand the age thing."
Winterrowd said.
Leap year happens every
four years with a few exceptions. Every year divisible by
four is a leap year. Every year
divisible by 100 is not, unless it
is also divisible by 400. A leap
year contains 366 days, the
extra being February 29. The
Honor Society of Leap Year Day
Babies estimates that 1 in 1,461
people have this birthday.
Ian Connors, a Toledo
nurse, is turning 52 years old
this leap day and celebrating
her 13th birthday.
"People from grade school
still remember my birthday, it's
kind of a novelty that people
don't forget," Connors said.
But having a birthday
on leap day doesn't always
add up.
"When I turned 21, the lady
at [the grocery store] refused
to sell me champagne. She
said 'You don't have a birthday, so you're not really 21,"
Winterrowd said.
The woman ended up selling him the alcohol after she
admitted she was just joking.
"After about five minutes, it
got uncomfortably not funny,"
Winterrowd said.
Connors also experiences
a problem like this when she
went to redeem her free car
wash for her birthday February
28 of a non-leap year.
"The woman said 'you
have to come back tomorrow, on your actual birthday." Connors said.
After some explaining,
Connors received her free
wash.
Even with the misunderstandings and jokes, most
leapers seem to enjoy their
special birthdays.

"[Ron Paul] doesn't get a lot of attention
from the traditional media but I'm
bombarded with information on him
through the Facebook site of a student."
Montana Miller I Assistant Professor
and leave their comments.
Kendrick participates in
the polls as a way to get his
voice heard and to engage in
a healthy debate on the candidates or issues with others,
he said.
lunior Megan Sutherland
said Facebook can be a good
tool to help learn about politics but just joining a Facebook
group doesn't mean you are
politically involved.
"Facebook is a good place
to post stuff and it can give
you access to new knowledge,"
Sutherland said. "It can be used
as a new avenue to get politically involved."
Another way for students to
get informed about political
issues is to seek out news sites
with different points of view,
said lim Foust, associate professor of journalism.
Foust said, if students
watch CNN all day and then
go online to get their, news
from CNN.com, they will see a
lot of the same news and miss
out what other news organizations are covering.
"There is lots of really good
information out there that was
not available before," Foust
said. "It just takes some time
and effort to find good stuff."
Sutherland seeks out international news to see what
stories are making headlines
in other countries and the
world's perspective on the
same issues being discussed
in America.
johnpiIger.com is a favorite Web site of Sutherland's
because the Australian journalist posts links of articles
from many different coun-

tries he travels to, such as
Iraq and Palestine.
loshua Atkinson, assistant
professor of interpersonal communication, teaches a course
on political campaign communication and said he doesn't
think candidates are utilizing
all the interactive technology
they can be.
"They use sites as an online
flyer or commercial," Atkinson
said.
Web sites run by supporters
and other political organizations are making the campaign
trail more interactive, he said.
Sites like BarelyPolitical.
com and IndyMedia.org are
taking advantage of interactivity, said Atkinson.
BarelyPolitical.com is
the Web site that created the
"Obama Girl" video that
became a YouTube favorite
with young people.
Atkinson said, the site creates original music videos
and other political content to
create a hip young image for
politics, instead of one of old
stodgy politicians.
Indymedia.com is a site that
allows people to post their own
news stories on the Web site,
letting the user become active
by writing stories for them.
Whether all the information
available to students and the
political interactivity on social
networking will increase young
voter turnout is unclear now,
Foust said.
Discussing
Facebook's
impact on election participation, Foust said "I still think it's
too early to tell. We know it is
important but not sure how it's
going to work yet."
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GET A LIFE

GET YOUR SAMOAS AND THIN MINTS HERE

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events ulen from eventsb9su.edu

8:30 a.m. - 2 am.
Women in Science

Beholding Violence
Union

202 Union - Lenhart Grand
Ballroom

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #8

5 - 8 p.m.
SMART Mentor Interviews
Union Jrd Floor

1J0 and 1S1 Union - Gallery Space

8-9:50 a.m.
Board of Trustees
Breakfast
510 Union

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BG NEWS

COOKIE CHOKES: Olivia Beverson. Emma Avery. Brittany Meyer, and Faith Martinez sell Girl Scout cookies for 15.50 a bo< in the Union. Girl Scouts sell cookies annually to raise money

8-'0 p.m.
Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences

Senior class looking
for ways to give back
to the University
By Christie Ktrncr

(or their troup. They will be back m the union on the 10th. and 13m of March.

Reporter

Project develops new ways to identify
bacteria from local water sources
By Krlilin McKlulc
Reporter

A project between Bowling Green
State University and the Wood
County Health Department has
students developing innovative
ways to identify sources of bacteria present in water.
The project has brought attention to the water on BGSU's campus, while experts say the water is
filered, students still complain of
the quality.
"The city water comes from
Maumee River, which is one of
the best water sources you could
have," said Robert Midden,
residential academic program
director. "There is not a lot of
industrial pollution: it's mostly
agricultural pollution."
Most of the pollution deals with
animals and humans, Midden
said. Sources of pollution can
be found by using specific DNA
markers that relate to certain bacteria, he said.
But the water undergoes treatment before it reaches campus.
"The BG water treatment plant
is one of two water systems in the
state of Ohio that uses a special
UV radiation system that adds
additional disinfectant, which

"The water is terrible. I've had bad
experiences... it dries out my skin, my chest
turned black from where the water hit in the
shower and it took a toll on my hair."
Alicia Gilbert I Junior

kills disease causing organisms,"
Midden said, "They use this as
well as using chlorination."
The tap water on-campus is
relatively different than bottled
water.
"The water here is really hard
so you're going to get a lot of minerals," said loshua Pribanic, a former student and self-proclaimed
"hardcore activist".
The agricultural runoff is one
of the biggest problems that contribute to contamination but the
water is filtered before reaching
campus, Pribanic said.
"It's similar to Brita Filters,"
Midden said. "The only difference is it's much larger and
better maintained."
It's better maintained because
some people who use water filters
do not know what the filters need
to be changed, Midden said. After
a while, the water is not as clean

because the bacteria from the filter gets in the water, said Midden.
However, some students do not
think tap water is clean.
"The water is terrible," said
Alicia Gilbert, junior. "I've had
bad experiences with the water. It
dries out my skin, my chest turned
black from where the water hit in
the shower and it took a toll on
my hair."
Gilbert decided to get a water
filter to put on her shower head
but has also tried using bottled
water to wash her hair with.
"I tried using bottled water but
it's expensive. It's easier to use
a filter," Gilbert said. "But if all
you have is bottled water, by all
means use it."
Other students return to their
hometown to wash their hair.
"My hair was breaking off so
I started using bottled water to
wash it, but I just go home to

wash my hair now," said Randi
Kelly, junior. "I don't think the
tap water on-campus is as clean
as bottled water."
However, tap water in large
cities undergoes more tests than
bottled water, Midden said.
The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has jurisdiction over tap water and filters it
before it can be accessed.
"Any problems with.the water
may have to do with something
that happens to the water after
it leaves the plant, maybe in
the pipes," Midden said. "They
aren't actually adding anything
to the water."
Gilbert said she notices a difference in the water on-campus just
by washing her hands.
"Tap water is tap water but it's
justdry. I havenevergonethrough
so much lotion. I keep lotion in
my purse, book bag, everywhere
I can," Gilbert said. "Unless you
grew up in BG, you don't want to
use this water."
Pribanic doesn't see any serious problems with the tap water
on campus.
"There are nutrients in tap
water," Pribanic said. "The natural nutrients you get in tap water
you don't get in bottled water."

DONATING TUNES FOR YOUR ORGANS

The senior class has put four
years into the university filled
with friendships, classes, and
unforgettable experiences and
is now looking to give something back.
"As a University when do
we celebrate the accomplishments of students?" assistant
director of Annual Giving Ken
Mclntryre said. "BG has some
fabulous students and we're
going to take some time to say
thank you," he said.
Seniors will have a lunch
on April 5 from 11:30p.m.1:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose
room for the first 160 students
who register.
The lunch will feature a
speaker who is not yet determined which the seniors
would know and respect.
They will speak about the first
ten things to do after college,
Mclntryre said.
The "Believe in BG" committee and Senior Programming
Committee work together
with the Alumni Center to put
together events.
Beyond BG which will feature an 80s theme in the Union
Ballroom, and the Senior After
Glow will be held on April 21
from 8:00 p.m.-l 1:30 p.m.
"Its a great opportunity
for seniors to get together,"
Mclntyresaid.
.Scholarships will be awarded
and one outstanding senior will
be recognized at the event.
The Senior After Glow will
be held directly after Beyond
BG in the Sky Bank Room for
seniors to mingle and hang out

"BG has some
fabulous students
and we're going to...
say thank you."
Ken Mclntryre | Assistant Director

in the last week before finals,
President of Programming for
Student Alumni Connections
Tyger Glauser said.
Seniors also have the opportunity to give back to the university as future alumni in the
"Believe in BG" campaign.
The class of '08 is creating a
scholarship for undergraduate
students.
"I'm here on scholarship so I
think it's great to donate money
back," Glauser said.
The "Orange and Brown
Challenge" encourages seniors
to pledge $1000 or more over a
span of five years or so in order
to give back to the university.
"It shows people it is what
it says it is, which is BG
pride," campaign chair Aysen
Ulupinarsaid.
Seniors can pledge to donate
any amount of money to a certain individual or organization.
A time capsule will also be
available for any senior to place
letters and pictures in.
"It will be a great nostalgic piece 30 years from now,"
Mclntyre said.
The committees hope to
leave a positive impression on
the University.
"We care and feel that the
experience we got is worth
helping students get the same
experience," Ulupinarsaid.

quote of the day...
"/ come from a long line of fighters, my maternal
grandfather was the toughest guy I ever knew. World
War II veteran. He killed twenty men and then spent
the rest of the war in an Allied prison camp... My
father battled blood pressure and obesity all his life...
different kind of fight." - Dwight Schrute

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THEBGNEWS

,(

ROCK OUT WITH YOUR ORGANS OUT: Juniors Steve Miier. and Andy Dewitt. and sophomore Mike Rogers perform with their band 'The Bartones" at the Black Swamp Pub's organ
donor night. During the show, students who signed up to become organ doners were given free T-shirts.
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Available May 17, 2008
710 1/2 Elm SI. - Three bedrooms,
2 baths. $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09

www.bgnews.com

806 Scott Hamilton- 4 bedrooms,
2 BaHis. Washer. Dryer. Central air.
S1100.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9*9.

Available August 21, 2008
t Three

—Preferred
Properties Co.

■ CfnW
Diana TV-,
noil Home
Unma
Find AA Place
To Call
www.prelGrrBdpropGrttesco.com

MAKE YOU NOME »T:

Which of the following franchises was first to locate on
WoosterSt?
a. Burger King

lift"

Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated''
Updated Bircnwood (small pet allow
Mini Mall AplS. (Downtown)

Hi

•)
II

1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

SPACIOiS
BEDROOMS
FFICE HOUR
MorvFrt: R%

b. Wendy's
c. McDonalds
d. Frisch's
sp|euo(p^

D JSMSUP

Chock out The BG News Facebook page Friday
Answer all five questions (or your chance
to win prizes and iccocjnition!
Each issue has a question and answer for Friday s q-ijj

bedrooms. $660.00 per month plus
utilities.
Deposit $660.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Has a washer and
dryer. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
432 S. College #B ■ One bedroom.
$440.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $440.00 Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08
-8/8/09
710 Elm Street- Three bedrooms.
$740 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$690.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $690 00. Has a garage
for storage Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit #A- Two
bedrooms. $800.00 per month.
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8AD9

cnfldvin
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
.VOOS'ER SI
Monday lo Friday H 30 to 5 30 Saturn .
www.johnt 3wloverealestaU'

FORUM

"When the doors opened you beat like hell and just grabbed any and all of the boxes you could,
you didn't even realize what you were getting, and it didn't matter as long as you got one."
- Tana Drake, remembering what it took to get Cabbage Patch Kids in the 1980s, [see story pg. 7]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET SPRING BREAK EDITION: Day 5: What are you most looking forward to on your break?
"Visiting my friends

"Not going to

"Not having to worry

"Just being able to

atOSU."

classes"

about school and

relax and not worry

classes."

about going to class."

DOUG THOMPSON,
Freshman, AYA Education

LAUREN PATE,
Sophomore. AYA
Education

fe

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your ovm take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lot

MEGAN RINAS.
Sophomore. AYA
Education

PHILWALP,
Freshman. Social Work

Don't
stop
believing

&

a question? Give us your
feedback atJ>gnews com

Vote for a president
not a picture
"It is sad when a
shade of lip-color
or the difference

yeSN 1+ appears
Thi'word "believe" ranges in
definition from simply holding
a li i in conviction in an idea all
the way to maintaining a deepseated religious conviction.
The word 'belief'' defines the
actual truth or tenant that an
individual places so much stock
or faith into.
Beliefs are found in all walks
of human existence. There arc
beliefs regarding health practices
and the way to live your life.
I hire are beliefs that dictate
religion and politics. There are
beliefs about the events of natural order and beliefs that govern
the sciences and other paths of
logical thought. I In man existence is structured rather firmly
around the concept of holding a
belief structure.
These structures can come
in different shapes, sizes as
well generational ranges. Some
belief structures are actually a
lack of belief — humans have
a profound need to believe, so
sustaining a lack of belief is still
a belief. It is simply a belief in
non-belief.
Other structures are more like
guidelines and Ideas, rather than
firm beliefs. I feel it's easier to
change and mold an idea rather
than a belief. Beliefs can feel the
influential touch of society. They
can be swayed by culture, geographic location and those most
close to you — specifically, family and friends.
We as humans have a unique
habit of letting our beliefs shape
who we are, instead of letting
who we are shape our beliefs.
The nature of the belief is a
unique human experience. Our
mental abilities are so impressive
that we can develop rich, compelling concepts regarding every
notion of life. We have belief
structures and ideal formations
formatted for every life situation.
And the complexity just furthers from there. We develop
alternates and different routes
to follow within certain paradigms of belief, lor example, as
far as politics is concerned we
demonstrate numerous different political parties, liach one
offers their own individual ideals and belief structures.
Beliefs are both beautiful and
dangerous. They are beautiful
in that they provide a wonderful testament to the strength
and imagination of the human
psyche. They demonstrate the
vast creative-capabilities of the
human mind.
They stand testament to the

h<*s arrive J I
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The idiot's guide to polling
PETER CALLAGHAN GUEST COLUMNIST

"We'll use the results to predict the outcome

I low do pollsters know what
Americans are thinking? With
sophisticated polls like this:
Thank you for taking the time
to respond to some questions
about the upcoming election.
■ If the election were held
today, which presidential candidate would you vote for?
a) Hillary Clinton
b) lohn McCain
c) Barack Obania
d) )oti and Ethan Coen
e) Lou Dobbs
■ When thinking about the
future direction of the country,
would you say the United States
is...
a) On the right track.
b) On the wrong track.
c) Up the creek without a
paddle.
d) Up the creek with a paddle.
■ What is most important to
you this election year?
a) The Iraq war
b) The economy
c) Education
d) Transportation
e) Why my husband never
picks up his clothes even
though I ask him and ask him
over and over until I'm ready
to explode. 1 really mean it this
time.
■ What effect will Ralph
Nader's candidacy have on the
presidential campaign?
a) Hocus public attention on
consumer protection and Ralph

of the next election before you actually get

evolution, or lack of, of human
thought processes. An everchanging and compelling development, the human psyche has
managed to develop explanatory
belief structures for years.
On the dangerous side,
humans can become violently
defensive of their ideas and
beliefs. Whether these are political ideals or religious beliefs,
certain individuals feel the need
to defend them with wars and
excessive violence. Differences •
in beliefs can also cause strife
between families and friends.

to vote. Thank you and good night."
Nader.
b) Force the Democratic
noinee to move to the left.
c) Cause 1 Hilary Clinton to
punch him in the pants.
d) Make lohn McCain seem
young.
, ■ What is your main complaint about the mainstream
news media?
a) It is a tool of the liberal left.
b) It is a tool of corporate
owners.
c) It is sensationalistic and
cares only about which of
Britney Spears' children are in
rehab.
d) It still leaves the paper on
the steps even though I want it
next to the screen door so I don't
have to open the door all the
way when it's cold out.
e) It ignores vital stories about
missing white women and
Satanic cults.
■ Which of the following do
you think deserves the most
blame for the wretched condition of America?
a) The Bush White House
b) The Democratic Congress

■ Now for some demographic questions. What is your
approximate age?
a) Older than dirt.
b) Young at heart.
c) What business is it of yours?
d) Old enough.

■ What is your household
income?
a) Upper middle class.
b) Middle class.
c) Lower middle class.
d) Upper middling middle
class.
e) Din poor.
f) Less than Paul Allen but
more than my worthless brother-in-law.
■ Which party do you most
closely identify with?
a) Republican
b) Democrat
c) Libertarian
d) Taliban
e) Beach
TTiat completes this survey.
We'll use the results to predict
the outcome of the next election
before you actually get to vote.
Thank you and good night.

c) Big corporations

— Peter Callaghan is a coliiniiiislfor the Tacoina (Wash.)
News Tribune.

d) Illegal immigrants
e) The mainstream media.
f) Steroids.
We feel it so necessary to
defend the intangible that we
put our lives on the line for it. We
become so entangled in trying to
defend our beliefs and ideals as
the true belief that we forget the
simple beauty of being able to
have such beliefs.
We waste so much time and
energy focusing on attempting
to discover some form of essential 11 ii111 amongst the mosaic
of human belief. We lose sight
of the simple blessing it is to be
able to conceive of beliefs.
FighUng over differing

beliefs is a vicious circle with no
end in sight. The beauty of the
mosaic of human belief is that
it will always be different. We as
humans are each individuals
and that entitles us to individual
sets of ideals and beliefs.
Let us not pit each belief
against another, but instead celebrate the facts that as humans
we hold the capacity to sustain
such complex, individual beliefs.

"Our country needs a change."
This is a common feeling
among voters. Well, this year
voters are in luck. During the
upcoming presidential election, Americans will have the
opportunity to vote for either
an African-American male
or a woman to be our next
president.
Granted, there are other
people also running, but they
do not offer the same historical relevance as these two
candidates. This is something
I have heard from multiple
people. Even those who usually vote on the Republican
side are considering changing
their vote based almost solely
on the issue of race or gender.
Charisma is also playing a part.
I have heard very little discussion about the actual platform each candidate is taking.
I am not against having an
African-American or a woman
for president. However, I am
not going to place a vote simply to put one or the other
in office. If I find that I agree
with what they stand for, and
feel they would make a strong
president, then they will have
my vote 100 percent.
Thcfocus on unimportant
details really is quite astounding. Some people think that
Barack Obama is not "black
enough" to run for president. Others criticize Hillary
Clinton's clothes, makeup or
even her "manly" qualities.
What is the point? For a
nation so intent on treating
people as equals we certainly
know how to dwell on the
physical and material things
that have absolutely nothing
to do with who that person
actually is.
Candidates have to jump
through hoops to have "the
right look" in order to represent the vision people have of
their future president. It is sad
when a shade of lip-color or
the difference between a red
and blue tie can affect the way
a person votes. Every single
detail counts.
The scrutiny placed on
appearance first started during the Nixon and Kennedy
elections in 1960. This was
the beginning of televised
debates which have now progressed to the point where
we have specialists who will
critique and give meaning to
every facial expression and
gesture a person makes.

— Respond to Ally at
thenews@bgnews.com.

between a red and
blue tie can affect
the way a person
votes. Every single
detail counts."
It would be interesting if we
had "blind" elections. If you
do not know what that is, don't
worry, I just made it up.
But let me explain. Blind
elections are where we cannot
see the person who is running
for office. We would not know
their gender, their skin color,
eye color, height, etc.
To take it to another level, we
would not be able to hear their
real voice. Imagine that every
candidate sounds exactly the
same coming through a small
speaker in your car or at home.
1 low would this affect the
election? When we are unable
to picture that person, and
the only information we have
is what the candidate stands
for and what they intend to
do should they get into office.
Would people vote for the
same person as they would if
they could see them?
I would not recommend this
election process, but it certainly gets you thinking.
We are voting to elect a
person we feel will represent
us best both in the U.S. and
globally. We are voting to
elect someone who will protect us. and make sure we
and those we care about are
looked out for.
We are not voting for
"America's Next Top Model"
or for the "blackest" man to
represent those of color. We
are voting for someone to represent everyone. If that person
happens to a woman, so be it.
If that person happens to be of
color, so be it. And if that person happens to be another "old
white man," so be it.
Our country could use some
change. The past eight years
have been quite a ride. But
the change we need does not
depend on a person's physical
appearance or their gender. We
need a strong man or woman
to lead this country. We need a
person with new ideas, a fresh
start. We need a president, not
a picture.
— Respond to less at
tlienews@bgneuis.coin.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to g<rt in touch with us for letters to the editor:

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
bloq lor the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video add
to the story.

■ E-mail us at nSertews<«>bgnew5.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hail.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page
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United States jails the most
people, according to data
By David Crary
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — For the first time
in U.S. history, more than one of
every 100 adults is in jail or prison, according to a new report
documenting America's rank as
^the world's No. 1 incarcerator.
It urges states to curtail corrections spending by placing fewer
low-risk offenders behind bars.
Using state-by-state data, the
report says 2,319,258 Americans
were in jail or prison at the start
of 2008 — one out of every 99.1
adults. Whether per capita or in
raw numbers, it's more than any
other nation.
The report, released yesterday by the Pew Center on the
States, said the 50 states spent
more than $49 billion dh corrections last year, up from less
than $11 billion 20 years earlier.
The rate of increase for prison
costs was six times greater than
for higher education spending,
the report said.
The steadily growing inmate
population "is saddling cashstrapped states with soaring
costs they can ill afford and failing to have a clear impact either
on recidivism or overall crime,"
the report said.

'We're not incarcerating all the people
who commit serious crimes. But
we're also probably incarcerating
people who don't need to be."
David Muhlhausen | Criminal justice expert

Susan Urahn, managingdirector of the Pew Center on the States,
said budget woes are pressuring many states to consider new,
cost-saving corrections policies
that might have been shunned in
the recent past for fear of appearing soft on crime.
"We're seeing more and more
states being creative because
of tight budgets," she said in
an interview, "They want to be
tough on crime. They want to be
a law-and-order state. But they
also want to save money, and
they want to be effective."
The report cited Kansas and
Texas as states that have acted
decisively to slow the growth of
their inmate population. They
are making greater use of community supervision for low-risk
offenders and employing sanctions other than rcimprisonment
for offenders who commit technical violations of parole and pro-

bation rules.
"The new approach, born of
bipartisan leadership, is allowing the two states to ensure they
have enough prison beds for violent offenders while helping less
dangerous lawbreakers become
productive, taxpaying citizens,"
the report said.
While many state governments have shown bipartisan interest in curbing prison
growth, there also are persistent
calls to proceed cautiously.
"We need to be smarter," said
David Muhlhausen, a criminal
justice expert with the conservative Heritage Foundation. "We're
not incarcerating all the people
who commit serious crimes. But
we're also probably incarcerating
people who don't need to be."
According to the report, the
inmate population increased last
year in 36 states and the federal
prison system.

Catching snowflakes can mean catching bacteria
By Randolph E. Schmid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Those beautiful snowflakes drifting out
of the sky may have a surprise
inside — bacteria.
Most snow and rain forms
in chilly conditions high in the
sky and atmospheric scientists
have long known that, under
most conditions, the moisture
needs something to cling to in
order to condense.
Now, a new study shows a
surprisingly large share of
those so-called nucleators
turn out to be bacteria that can
affect plants.
"Bacteria are by far the most

active ice nuclei in nature," said
Brent C. Christner, an assistant
professor of biological sciences
at Louisiana State University.
Christner and colleagues
sampled snow from Antarctica,
France. Montana and the
Yukon and they report their
findings in Friday's edition of
the journal Science.
In some samples as much as
85 percent of the nuclei were
bacteria, Christner said in a telephone interview. The bacteria
was most common in France,
followed by Montana and the
Yukon, and was even present to
a lesser degree in Antarctica.
The most common bacteria
found was Pseudomonas syrin-

gae, which can cause disease in
several types of plants including tomatoes and beans.
The study found it in 20 samples of snow from around the
world and subsequent research
has also found it in summer
rainfall in Louisiana.
The focus on Pseudomonas
in the past has been to try and
eliminate it, Christner said, but
now that it turns out to be a
major factor in encouraging
snow and rain, he wonders if
that is a good idea.
Would elimination of this
bacteria result in less rain or
snow, or would it be replaced
by other nuclei such as soot
and dust?
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Billboard slogan seen
as offensive by some
ALTOONA, Pa. (AP) —Aconvenience store chain's billboard
advertising its fried chicken
sandwich is ruffling the feathers of some residents.
Sheetz unveiled the "Crispy
Frickin' Chicken" billboards at
the beginning of February.
The campaign consists of
100 billboards placed locations that carry the sandwich,
spokeswoman Monica Jones
said yesterday. The campaign
is aimed at young adults, and
the company did not intend to
offend anyone, Jones said.
"We're kind of known for
edgy, kind of brash advertising tactics, and we knew
this would spark a certain
amount of controversy,"
Jones said. "That said, we're
proud of the campaign."
Sheetz will take down the
billboards on Wednesday,
when the campaign is scheduled to end, Jones said. The
company recently removed one
billboard in Hazle Township,
near Hazlcton, after local officials fielded complaints.
"There was a lady who left an
angryvoicemail,"code«'nforcement officer Fran Calarco said.
"Ahd a man called and said he
had small children and didn't
think they should be exposed
to that type of language. I told
him I completely understood
and agreed."
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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Naughty or nice:
woman gropes Santa
DANBURY, Conn. (AP)— A
woman accused of groping
Santa Claus at a Connecticut
mall won't have to serve
any jail time if she stays out
of trouble.
Sandrama Lamy has been
sentenced under an accelerated rehabilitation program
that will wipe her record
clean if she completes two
years of probation.
In December, Lamy was
charged with fourth-degree
sexual assault and breach of
peace for allegedly touching
Santa inappropriately while
sitting on his lap at the mall.

Biker gang stops robbers from looting bar
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — An
armed robber picked the
wrong target when he raided an Australian bar where
a biker gang was holding a
meeting. He ended up hogtied and in a hospital.
The man and an accomplice,
wearing ski masks and waving
machetes, stormedintoaclubin
a western Sydney suburb shortly before 9 p.m. Wednesday and
yelled at patrons to lie down as
they tried to rob the cash register, police said Thursday.
About 50 members of the

Southern Cross Cruiser Club
had just started a club meeting
in another room, and the bikers
jumped up to intervene.
One robber escaped by leaping over a balcony, while the
other tried to flee through a service entrance, the club's president, who identified himself
only as "Jester," told Australian
Broadcasting Corp.
"We caught him at the fence
and crash-tackled him and
hog-tied him to the ground
and waited for the police to get
there," Jester said.

VOTE>-OBAMA

"WE ARE THE CHANGE THAT WE SEEK."
-BARACK OBAMA

VOTE EARLY

VOTE MARCH 4TH

VOTE EARLY AT THE COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS,
MONDAY - FRIDAY DURING BUSINESS HOURS

POLLS ARE OPEN 6:30AM - 7:30PM

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE AN OHIO PHOTO ID OR THE
LAST FOUR DIGITS OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.
IF YOU ARE REGISTERED IN WOOD COUNTY, EARLY VOTE AT

1 COURT HOUSE SQUARE, BOWLING GREEN, OH
OFFICE HOURS: 8:30AM - 4:30PM

IF YOU ARE IN LINE BY 7:30PM, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO VOTE!
YOU MUST VOTE AT THE ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE IN THE
PRECINCT WHERE YOU LIVE. FIND YOUR POLLING LOCATION
AT OHIO.BARACKOBAMA.COM
YOU MUST BRING AN OHIO PHOTO ID OR A UTILITY BILL OR
BANK STATEMENT OR PAY STUB OR GOVERNMENT ISSUED
DOCUMENT WITH YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS ON IT FOR ID.
REMEMBER TO VOTE IN YOUR OHIO HOMETOWN ON MARCH 4,H.

QUESTIONS? NOT SURE IF YOU'RE REGISTERED? NEED YOUR POLLING LOCATION?

VISIT OHIO.BARACKOBAMA.COM OR CALL 1-866-675-2008

OBAMA08
WWW BARACKOBAMA COM

/

PAID FOR BY OBAMA FOR AMERICA
_

MEN'S BASKETBALL
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PUT THEM IN THE GUTTER!
GO FALCONS

Become a Falcon Fanatic!

Get all your game gear at SBX
SEE YOU AFTER THE GAME!

CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GWLLE
WE HAVE THE AREA'S ONLY COSMIC BOWLING FRIDAY «. SATURDAY NIGHTS'

■ Bandanas
• Pom Poms
■Orange Wigs
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Life of
aBG
firefighter

LOCAL
Beholding
Violence
Today at the School of
Art. the all-day event
'Beholding Violence: A

Fighting flames
is tougher
than it seems

Conference on Medieval
and Early Modern Culture'
will feature speakers W.J.T.
Mitchell and Michael
Uebel. The artistic or

By Alisia O'Neill
Reporter

literary works from the
era will be considered as
responses to real or

Ambulance and fire truck sirens
scream by on a daily basis in
Bowling Green. Some barely
notice the sirens, they've faded
into daily background noise, but
for others the sirens are front
and center.
Jason Hudson, local firefighter, says that he has been living out his childhood dream,
along with the other Bowling
Green firefighters, for eight
years now.
"I'd say 95 percent of the people here dreamed of being a
firefighter as a child." Hudson
said. "It's just something you've
always wanted."
As children, however, firefighters probably did not realize the
amount of work that goes on
behind-the-scenes and between
the emergency calls.
Each firefighter in Bowling
Green's Fire Department is onduty for 24 hours and then offduty for 48 hours. A typical 24
hour "on-day" begins at 7 a.m.
and runs through 7 a.m. of the
following day.
The firefighters' day begins
with role call. The station
located on E. Court Street has
a minimum of eight firefighters present while the station on
Wooster Street west of the Wood
County Hospital has four firefighters present.
"After roll call we go over the
assignments," Hudson said. "We
have a checklist of daily and
monthly requirements that must
be met."
The daily and monthly
requirements include tasks to
make sure equipment is cleaned
and working properly in order to
avoid any problems when emergencies arise.

imagined violence during
that time period.

TOLEDO AREA
Leap Day
Beginning today. The
Toledo Zoo jumps into
its year-long celebration of the Year of the
Frog, a promotion of

into the $©§:

amphibian conservation.
Representatives from
Toledo City Council

Lookir
define

and Lucas County
Commissioners will be on
hand, and there will be
animal demonstrations
and activities.

VIII said it best, we love the'8
hough
most of us wore too young to remember any
first hand details, wo still fool a bit of nostalgia for the decade that made noon colors,
shoulder pads and puffy hair popular.
I 'ho 1980s Introduced us to Molly Kingwald,
Pop Rooks candy and Cyndl l.auper. The
decade also s;iw the creation of some of the
most popular toys of our generation including (are Boars. Space Invader arcade game,
Rainbow Brito, Cabbage Patch Kids and
Uonago Mutant \injaTurtles.
Cabbage Patch Kills were created in the
lato lf)7(ls when oroalor \avior Roberta hand
stitched each doll and sold thorn himself.
SOOTI demand had become too high for the
dolls with round vinyl heads and soft fabric
bodies and Roberts allowed the dolls to bo
mass produced in l!IH2.

Headliners
Ekoostik Hookah will be
playing a free show at
Headliners on Saturday.
Doors open at 7 p.m.,
and all ages are welcome.
Other featured bands
include Wild Trees,

IVS

Macpodz arid Jason

See FIRE I Page 8

LaPorte.

ELSEWHERE

Make the most with your toast

Maumee
Tonight at the Maumee
Indoor Theatre, come see
the '1964 Beatles Tribute.'
to witness what some
consider as one of the
best Beatles tribute bands.

DOntNIOMATOESCOH

WITNESSES: The US. president is the target of an assassination attempt while visiting
Salamanca An American tourist captures the would-be assasin on video tape.

Sylvania
Saturday from 1-5 p.m.
at the McAlear Hall at
Lourdes College, the First
Annual Celebration of
Women Festival will take
place. National Women's
History Month will begin
by celebrating diversity
and visions of women
artists. There will be an
indoor exhibition, food,
music and entertainment

THEY SAID IT

Movie plot shot from multiple
angles for unsuspecting audiences

I love Jimmy John's Gourmet
Sandwiches. It's not the extensive menu, or the giant, crunchy
pickle that gets me going. 1 love
JJ's because of their fresh baked
French bread.
A sign on the wall reads "Free
Smells." To me, "Free Smells" is
a way of saying "yeah, we bake
our bread fresh everyday." You
will never have a Jimmy John's
sandwich on stale, day-old
bread. Why? Because all of

the day-old bread is stacked on
the counter next to the register.
French bread hardens quickly. There is definitely a noticeable difference between dayold and fresh-baked French
bread. But day-old bread really
isn't bad at all. The ends may
be a little toasty and the top
and bottom crust a little chewy,
but in no way are the day-old
rolls exhausted.
The 16 inch, day-old baguettes
are available for 45 cents a piece.
Take a few home with you — not
too many, after three days they
become pretty solid — and
make something

wonderful out of them. If you
want to make a sandwich just
trim off some of the tough crust,
the inside stays nice and soft. Or
you can just prepare something
that doesn't call for super-soft,
fresh bread, like gariic bread.
Everyday this week I have been
into Jimmy John's for a day-old
roll and have discovered a few
recipes the bread works great
with. Would you believe French
bread makes wonderful French
toast, even if it is a day old?
YIELDS 6 PIECES. BREAKFAST FOR 2

nK they add

■5 egg*
By Aaron H.Iff.rich

Reviewer

, T butt**

OUR PERSPECTIVE
■ Two and a half stars out of
four | Letter Grade: B■ Rated PG-1J for sequences
of intense violence and
action, some disturbing
images and brief strong
language.

Akira Kurosawa did it with
"Rashomon" and Quentin
Tarantino did it with "Jackie
Brown." Even Bill Murray had
his own experience of a multiple viewpoint story with
"Groundhog Day."
■ Runtime: 90 min.
Many movies have explored
■ Starring: Dennis Quaid.
endless possibilities with multiMatthew Fox. Forest
ple viewpoints of the same event,
Whitaker, Sigoumey Weaver,
but only a handful of films can
and William Hurt
do it without making it a terri■ Directed by Pete Travis
ble cliche. Desperately hanging
from the outer rim of the bunch
Sigourney Weaver plays a netis this year's first political thriller,
work news reporter feeding live
"Vantage Point."
The story of "Vantage Point" reports to the global media; Forest
is straightforward and simple Whitaker plays an American
underneath its storytelling tech- tourist who thinks he caught
nique. The President of the United the shooter on his HandiCam;
States is about to make a speech and Matthew Fox joins Dennis
in Spain about the global war on Quaid in playing two of the Secret
terror. Just as he approaches the Service agents assigned to protect
microphone, two shots ring out the president.
At the expense of each characand the president hits the ground.
There to witness the event among ter's story lies the slight demise
the crowd of millions is a group of the film. The more the
of strangers, each with a different
See VANTAGE IP,'ag«j8
vantage point.
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Novel keeps
readers on
their toes
By Lyndiey Reese
Book Reviewer

A boy's father dies at a young
age. His mother marries his
uncle soon after. As if this isn't
enough to deal with, his father's
ghost shows up and tells him
he's been murdered by his
brother, the same brother that
is now married to the lion's

mother. His father's ghost wants
revenge. Sound familiar? Matt
Haig's novel, "The Dead Fathers
Club," is a modern version of
Shakespeare's play, "Hamlet,"
told from the perspective of an
11-year-old boy.
Haig's prose is simple and
straightforward — but it may
be too simple. Rather than
sounding as if the story is told
by a Junior High student, Haig's
main character, Phillip Noble,
more closely resembles a sevenyear-old. Haig leaves out most
punctuation throughout the
story, strengthening his por-

trayal of a confused kid trying
to function in an adult world,
but this is a task that should've
been taken care of by Haig's
writing itself. Although the story
follows the play, the transition
to present-day England creates
a pint lino full of holes that Haig
does not fill in.
The greatest strength in "The
Dead Fathers Club" is the unreliability of the narrator. Is Phillip
actually seeinghis father's ghost
or is he a sad, lonely kid who
has lost touch with reality after
.

See HOVEL | Page 8
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Life of
aBG
firefighter

LOCAL
Beholding
Violence
Today at the School of
Art. the all-day event
Beholding Violence: A

Fighting flames
is tougher
than it seems

Conference on Medieval
and Early Modern Culture'
will feature speakers W.J.T.
Mitchell and Michael
Uebel. The artistic or

ByAlis.aON.ill
Reporter

literary works from the
era will be considered as
responses to real or

Ambulance and fire truck sirens
scream by on a daily basis in
Bowling Green. Some barely
notice the sirens, they've faded
into daily background noise, but
for others the sirens are front
and center.
lason Hudson, local firefigher, says that he has been living out his childhood dream,
along with the other Bowling
Green firefighters, for eight
years now.
"I'd say 95 percent of the people here dreamed of being a
firefighter as a child," Hudson
said. "It's just something you've
always wanted."
As children, however, firefighters probably did not realize the
amount of work that goes on
behind-the-scenes and between
the emergency calls.
Each firefighter in Bowling
Green's Fire Department is onduty for 24 hours and then offduty for 48 hours. A typical 24
hour "on-day" begins at 7 a.m.
and runs through 7 a.m. of the
following day.
The firefighters' day begins
with role call. The station
located on E. Court Street has
a minimum of eight firefighters present while the station on
Wooster Street west of the Wood
County Hospital has four firefighters present.
"After roll call we go over the
assignments," Hudson said. "We
have a checklist of daily and
monthly requirements that must
be met."
The daily and monthly
requirements include tasks to
make sure equipment is cleaned
and working properly in order to
avoid any problems when emergencies arise.

imagined violence during
that time period.

TOLEDO AREA
Leap Day
Beginning today, The
Toledo Zoo jumps into
its year-long celebration of the Year of the
Frog, a promotion of
amphibian conservation.
Representatives from
Toledo City Council
and Lucas County
Commissioners will be on
hand, and there will be
animal demonstrations
and activities.

Headliners
Elcoostrk Hookah will be
playing a free show at
Headliners on Saturday.
Doors open at 7 p.m.,
and all ages are welcome.
Other featured bands
include Wild Trees.
Macpodz and Jason
LaPorte.

See FIRE | Page 8

ELSEWHERE

Make the most with your toast

Maumee
Tonight at the Maumee
Indoor Theatre, come see
the 1964 Beatles Tribute,'
to witness what some
consider as one of the
best Beatles tribute bands.

ROrTtNTOMATOfSCOH

WITNESSES: The US. president is the target of an assassination attempt while visiting
Salamanca. An American tourist captures the would-be assasin on video tape.

Sylvania
Saturday from 1-5 p.m.
at the McAlear Hall at
Lourdes College, the First
Annual Celebration of

Movie plot shot from multiple
angles for unsuspecting audiences
By Aaron H.Iff.rich
Reviewer

Women Festival will take
place. National Women's
History Month will begin
by celebrating diversity
and visions of women
artists. There will be an
indoor exhibition, food,
music and entertainment.

THEY SAID IT

"For NASA,
space is still a
high priority."
-Dan Quayle
■i

Akira Kurosawa did it with
"Rashomon"
and
Quentin
Tarantino did it with "lackie
Brown," Even Bill Murray had
his own experience of a multiple viewpoint story with
"Groundhog Day."
Many movies have explored
endless possibilities with multiple viewpoints of the same event,
but only a handful of films can
do it without making it a terrible cliche. Desperately hanging
from the outer rim of the bunch
is this year's first political thriller,
"Vantage Point."
The story of "Vantage Point"
is straightforward and simple
underneath its storytelling technique. The President of the United
States is about to make a speech
in Spain about the global war on
terror. Just as he approaches the
microphone, two shots ring out
and the president hits the ground.
There to witness the event among
the crowd of millions is a group
of strangers, each with a different
vantage point.
[

1 love limmy lohn's Gourmet
Sandwiches. It's not the extensive menu, or the giant, crunchy
pickle that gets me going. I love
Us because of their fresh baked
French bread.
A sign on the wall reads "Free
Smells." To me, "Free Smells" is
a way of saying "yeah, we bake
our bread fresh everyday." You
will never have a limmy lohn's
sandwich on stale, day-old
bread. Why? Because all of

the day-old bread is stacked on
the counter next to the register.
French bread hardens quickly. There is definitely a noticeable difference between dayold and fresh-baked French
bread. But day-old bread really
isn't bad at all. The ends may
be a little toasty and the top
and bottom crust a little chewy,
but in no way are the day-old
rolls exhausted.
The 16 inch, day-old baguettes
are available for 45 cents a piece.
Take a few home with you — not
too many, after three days they
become pretty solid — and
make something

wonderful out of them. If you
want to make a sandwich just
trim off some of the tough crust,
the inside stays nice and soft. Or
you can just prepare something
that doesn't call for super-soft,
fresh bread. like garlic bread.
Everyday this week I have been
into limmy lohn's for a day-old
roll and have discovered a few
recipes the bread works great
with. Would you believe French
bread makes wonderful French
toast, even if it is a day old?
YIELDS 6 PIECES. BREAKFAST FOR 2
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OUR PERSPECTIVE
■ Two and a half stars out of
four | Letter Grade: B■ Rated PG-1J for sequences
of intense violence and
action, some disturbing
images and brief strong
language.
■ Runtime: 90 min.
■ Starring: Dennis Ouaid,
Matthew Fox. Forest
Whitaker. Sigourney Weaver,
and William Hurt
■ Directed by Pete Travis
Sigourney Weaver plays a network news reporter feeding live
reports to the global media; Forest
Whitaker plays an American
tourist who thinks he caught
the shooter on his HandiCam;
and Matthew Fox joins Dennis
Quaid in playing two of the Secret
Service agents assigned to protect
the president.
At the expense of each character's story lies the slight demise
of the film.
The more the
SW VANTAGE |P,>ag<j8
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Novel keeps
readers on
their toes
By Lyndscy R««sc
Book Reviewer
A boy's father dies at a young
age. His mother marries his
uncle soon after. As if this isn't
enough to deal with, his father's
ghost shows up and tells him
he's been murdered by his
brother, the same brother that
is now married to the bo^'s

oamon>nt°
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istent
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mother. Hisfather'sghost wants
revenge. Sound familiar? Matt
Haig's novel, "The Dead Fathers
Club," is a modern version of
Shakespeare's play, "Hamlet,"
told from the perspective of an
11-year-old boy,
Haig's prose is simple and
straightforward — but it may
be too simple. Rather than
sounding as if the story is told
by a Junior High student, Haig's
main character, Phillip Noble,
more closely resembles a sevenyear-old. Haig leaves out most
punctuation throughout the
story, strengthening his por-

&t to ******

trayal of a confused kid trying
to function in an adult world,
but this is a task that should've
been taken care of by Haig's
writing itself. Although the story
follows the play, the transition
to present-day England creates
a plotline full of holes that Haig
does not fill in.
The greatest strength in "The
Dead Fathers Club" is the unreliability of the narrator. Is Phillip
actually seeinghis father sghosl
or is he a sad. lonely kid who
has lost touch with reality after
.

See NOVEL | Page 8
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throw the boxes away, they said
"I used to act out the cartoons with the
they were going to be worth so
much," she said. "It was exactly action figures. I still watch the movies every
From Page 7
like the Beanie Baby craze of
In just over a year, Cabbage the 1990s."
now and then, it really takes me back
Patch mania had taken over the
Cabbage Patch Kids went
country. For several Christmases' beyond the actual doll, each
to the carefree time of being a little kid."
the dolls were the must-have item, coming with the legend of how
Kyle Reese | TMNT fan
forcing parents to stand out in a young boy discovered a magilong lines and battle with each cal cabbage patch field behind a
waterfall and found the Cabbage gained human characteristics due really takes me back to the careother in efforts to get them.
Tana Drake had three young Patch Kids. You didn't just buy to mysterious ooze in the New free time of being a little kid."
Both Teenage Mutant Ninja
nieces in 1987, all of whom who a Cabbage Patch, you adopted York City sewer system, quickly
had Cabbage Patch Kids on top of them. I sal iy I am I General Hospital spawned action figures, cartoons Turtles and Cabbage Patch Kids
were so popular in the 1980s they
their Christinas wish list
in Cleveland, Ga., was created for and movies.
"Trying to get the dolls was crazy," the doll lovers. The factory was
The tales of Leonardo, are still around 20 years later.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Drake said. "They would put an made to look like a hospital com- Michelangelo, Donatello and
ad in the paper telling you when a plete with a birthing suite, nurs- Raphael's fights against evil were released a new movie last year
new shipment was going to come ery and adoption center allowing told in almost all entertainment that served to old fans as well
in and then you would stand in visitors to experience the leg- mediums, securing Teenage as introduce a whole new genline. When the doors opened you end of the Cabbage Patch Kids Mutant Ninja Turtle's place in pop eration to the mutant turtles.
beat like hell and just grabbed first hand.
culture history. Teenage Mutant Cabbage Patch Kids can be found
any and all of the boxes you could,
By the end of the decade over Ninja Turtle lover Kyle Reese had on store shelves at most stores
you didn't even realize what you 65 million Cabbage Patch kids action figures of all the characters and Babyland General Hospital
were getting, and it didn't mailer had been adopted.
and loved to watch the cartoons still attracts millions of visitors
each year.
as long as you got one"
Another hugely popular toy in when he was young.
"1 still have a few of the
Drake also recounts the hys- the 1980s was Teenage Mutant
"They were great, I used to act
teria surrounding the boxes the Ninja Turtles.
out the cartoons with the action Cabbage Patch Kids," Drake
What started as a comic book figures," Reese said. "1 still watch said. "But I have finally thrown
dolls came in.
"People warned you to never in 1984, about four turtles who the movies every now and then, it the boxes away!"

TOYS

ROTTfNTOMATOESCOM
A HELPING HAND: New student Charlie Bartlett finds himself at his high schooTs
psychiatrists when having trouble fitting in. Eventually he takes his own advice in this dark
and witty flick Charlie Bartlett is played by Anton Yelchin

Actors tackle teenage

FIRE
From Page 7

angstwith happy results
in 'Charlie Bartlett'
By Aaron HalHarich

as Charlie and Robert Downey
Ir. as Principal Gardner. The
interaction of these great talents
Charlie Bartlett isn't your ordi- imposes a relationship that is not
nary teenager. In fact, there's only important to each characprobably never been anyone ter, but is also praise-worthy as
quite like him — at least since well. Here we see, in the places
Ferris Bueller. Thanks to his we least expect it, how everyone
unique personality and an needs help fitting in sometimes.
In large part, "Charlie Bartlett"
impeccable ability to persuade
just about anyone, "Charlie is a film about finding your purBartlett" makes a perfect can- pose inlife. lnthesmallestsense,
didate for a new take on the it can be simply about fitting in.
As Charlie eventually realizes, all
teen drama.
After being thrown out of a the students at this high school
prestigious private high school, are their own outcasts who each
Charlie becomes the little rich have something unique to offer.
kid thrown into a big dysfunc- Getting it to come out is a test for
tional public school. On his everyone, including Charlie. For
first day, Charlie is treated like as much as Charlie believes it, it's
any other unpopular outsider. easy for us to believe it too.
I:inding a way to fit in, Charlie
becomes a self-appointed psychiatrist by using his family's
personal shrink to supply his
fellow students with prescription drugs. With his newfound
respect, Charlie becomes the goto-guy for just about everything.
1 lowever, that popularity may
be short lived. With Principal
Gardner taking notice to the
drastic change in the student
body, Charlie gets himself in
more of a bind seeing that
he's dating the incompetent
principal's daughter.
At the core of the film is
the relationship between
Charlie and his new principal. Helping it stand
out among other teen
dramas is the stellar
performances by Anton Yelchin
Reviewer

After roll call, the firefighters move into the truck room
where each person is assigned
a vehicle to check-in and then
they must also check the
equipment. In addition to
vehicle and equipment checks,
firefighters have an additional
list of firehouse chores, such
as sweeping the floors and
cleaning the bathrooms, that
must also be completed.
Around 9 a.m. the firefighters reassemble to go
over Standard Operating
Guidelines, which basically
prepare and train firefighters
to perform the tasks necessary to respond to any emergencies that may arise.
Once the firefighters have
gone through the SOG, they
usually break for lunch and
then regroup afterward to
go through a process called
pre-planning.
"Basically we go to commercial buildings in the city and
on campus and make sure
everything is up to snuff,"
Hudson explained.
The Fire Department has
the floor plans to every
commercial building in

VANTAGE
From Page 7
filmmakers reveal about the
plot with each story, the
more absurd the gimmicky
assassination plot becomes.
After the second rewind effect
that resets the pivotal 23
minutes to a different viewpoint, it's easy to think of better ways to get the filmmakers' point across. In doing so,
they hide numerous plot holes

the city of Bowling Green as
well as to every commercial
building on the University's
campus. The floor plans
make it easier for firefighters
to locate emergencies insidea
buildingand respond to them
in the quickest possible manner. Pre-planning is done at
the beginning of every month
so that at the end of the
month any new findings can
be presented to the station as
a whole.
While that task list seems
quite long, Hudson says to
remember that all of those
tasks must be accomplished
between emergencies.
"Emergencies take precedence," Hudson said.
The number of calls the
station is going to receive
on any given day can never
be predicted, but the average number of calls per day
is between five and seven.
According to Hudson, the
calls bring the good and the
bad parts of the job.
"We don't see people on
their good days, we see them
on their bad days," Hudson
said. "Seeing someone lose a
loved one or a house is really
hard, but it's all about helping people. That's the glamour of it."

that only become evident at
the conclusion. Still, no matter how much the main story
gets old after each retelling,
director Pete Travis keeps
things moving to deter us
from any foreseen complications. With an impressive climactic car chase, it is obvious
he was taking notes during
"The Bourne Ultimatum."
Sure, it's easy to say, "it's
just a movie that was meant
for entertainment," but that
quoteisdirectlyproportional
to a viewer's willingness and/
or ability to suspend disbelief. Great movies don't force
you to do anything. Great
movies are the ones that
audiences inherently believe
and relate to due to skilled
craftsmanship and exquisite
storytelling. While "Vantage
•Point" is a fun escapist thriller, it seems to have lost sight
of what could have made it
part of the handful.

NOVEL
From Page 7
his father's tragic death? Haig
also makes subtle references
to Shakespeare: bullies have
nicknamed Phillip "Helmet"
and his father's ghost is wearing a T-Shirt that reads "King of
the Castle." These clever quips
enhance Haig's prose, but ultimately the story and the characters of the novel fall flat.

Score seats with Ferrells
'Semi Pro' this Leap Day
By Jo* Cunningham
Previewer

the likes of Woody Harrelson
("No Country for Old Men"),
Andre Benjamin (Outkast),
Every generation seems to and Will Arnett ("Arrested
have that one comedic star Development"), all of whom
which dominates the box are proven talents in the
office. First there was Bob comedic world, so there will
Hope, then Peter Sellers, later be some variety this time
on Jim Carey, and now Will around, hopefully anyways.
This is the type of movie
Ferrell, who returns to the big
screen with yet another sports that the audience pretty
much knows what they are
comedy, "Semi-Pro".
Set in the 70s, "Semi-Pro" getting before they even enter
focuses on an ABA team the theater. Ferrell's outraknown as the Flint Tropics, geous antics and charisma
who after the league decides has become one of the most
to merge with the NBA, is successful marketing tools in
forced to start winning, or be recent memory, as audiences
disbanded. Of course it's up continue to flock to his movto owner/player/coach Jackie ies, which are essentially the
Moon (Ferrell) to lead his same basic plot, just with different settings. Which in this
group of misfits to glory.
Aside from Ferrell there is case may not necessarily a
a strong supporting cast to bad thing.
One may fear that the forhelp carry
the film,
mula is beginning to grow old
includthough: with the latest wave
ing
of comedies from genius
lucid Apatow, with more
to come later this year,
the antics of Will Ferrell
may start to get stale. It
has been nearly five years
of doing the same act; it is
only a matter of time before
it finally gets old.
For now though it seems
that as long as Will Ferrell
is involved, box-office success is soon to follow, so lets
enjoy it while it lasts. Luckily
it seems as though "Semi-Pro"
will do nothing but support
this trend.
TttK GHSATKST FMO

The movie
theaters'
balancing act
ByLi.aM Kri.g.r
Associated Press

SAN JOSE. Calif. — What's a
movie without popcorn?
According to a new economic analysis, it would be a lot
more expensive.
As one price goes up, the other
comes down. So rather than
cursing the cost of your next bag
of buttered popcorn, take comfort in the fact that it subsidizes
your ticket — and helps fill seats,
say researchers at the University
of California-Santa Cruz and
Stanford University.
Moviegoers aren't being
gouged at concession stands,
the researchers conclude. Rather,
the high cost of snacks helps
keep ticket prices down, which
allows more people to attend.
The researchers' analysis —
based on data from thousands

Two
&Three
Bedroom
Duplexes
319 S. MAIN:
$410 plus utilities.
923 ELM *AaVB:
$945/mo. plus utilities.
318*. MAIN:
$625 plus utilities.

k.

J_

CMMASILRPIECESCOM

of showings at 43 multiplex theaters in 30 cities in a five-year
period — answers the question
of why a couple of hours in the
dark with Daniel Day-Lewis
costs only twice as much as a
big box of Milk Duds.
They say that some die-hard
film buffs will watch movies
— and eat popcorn — no matter
what the cost.
But for many of us, the ticket price matters. We'll slap the
snacks, thank you.
"The theater owner has two
choices. He can make money
through admission tickets. Or
he can make money through
concessions," said UCSC economist Hii ai 11 Gil. "If he wants to
make money on the ticket, that
may deter a lot of people from
coming in.
"So instead he charges a
higher total price on people
who are willing to pay for the
whole movie experience," said
Gil, an enthusiastic consumer
of both movies and snacks.
"And he's able to charge a lower
price for the guy who can barely afford it."

315 1/2 S. MAIN:
$410 plus utilities.

NEWIPVE
Rentals
332 South Main Straat
Bowling Graan Ohio, 43402
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SIDELINES

Men's golf
Schneider named
MAC Golfer of
the Week
After placing 20th out of
81 golfers at the Wexford
Plantation Intercollegiate
Tournament earlier this week,
sophomore BG golfer Matt
Schneider was named the
MAC Golfer of the
Week yesterday.

TENNIS
Two captains
leading the way for
undefeated Falcons
Seniors Jenna Nussbaum
and Andrea Voile have been
two key factors in the success
of the BG tennis team. The
Falcons are currently one win
away from tying the best start
in team history. .
Page 10

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog to get
information and updates on
all your favorite BG teams.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
at Michigan State; 7:05 p.m.
Gymnastics:
at Kent State; 7 p.m.
Track:
at MAC Championships; TBA.

TOMORROW
Men's basketball:
vs. Kent 1230 p.m.
Women's basketball:
vs. Buffalo; 4 p.m.
Hockey:
vs. Michigan State; 7:05 p.m.
Gymnastics:
at Penn State; 7 p.m.
Swimming:
NCAA Zone Diving; TBA

Track:

Seniors Achter and Taylor will play in their final home game tomorrow
ByChrisVoloicl.uk

campus visit, she was hooked. Achter part of head coach Curt Miller's program
They also comprise the most suchad to be a Falcon.
as amazing.
cessful class in the history of the MAC
"I just fell in love with the school," Achter
"I was so excited [to put on a BG jersey]," with 104 wins. In their four years playing
Originally — four years before she was set said. "Initially, 1 didn't want to come here Taylor said. "1 remember putting on my under Miller, their record in conference
to play the final home game of her great because a lot of kids from my area came high school jersey for the first time and play is 55-7. In that span, they've won
career against Buffalo — point guard Kate and I wanted to branch out as best I could. then coming to this. It was totally 100 the MAC three times and played in three
Achter wasn't convinced she wanted to But there was no way I could do that after I percent better,.. It was so exciting being a NCAA tournaments.
enroll at BG.
met the learn."
freshman in that atmosphere."
It's been four years since Achter and
A number of her classmates were headOn the eve of her final home conIt's been four years since both players' Taylor took the floor for the first time, and
ing there and she wanted to head in a test, guard Whitney Taylor still vividly college careers started. Now, Achter is the tomorrow they will play host to Buffalo
different direction. She was also draw- remembers the first time she put on a team's weathered floor general who can in what will be their final home game at
ing interest from other Mid-American BG uniform. ■
post scores and assists in double digits, Anderson Arena.
Conference schools such as Miami, Kent
In her first college game ai Anderson and Taylor, who set a school record for
State and Eastern Michigan.
Arena, the crowd was sparse, but to Taylor, consecutive three-pointers made earlier
See ONE MORE Page 10
But after one meeting with the wom- it felt like a million eyes were watching.
this year, has served as a gritty leader and
en's basketball team at an unofficial
She described her first experiences as sharpshooter off the bench.
Sports Editor

MAC Championships; TBA
Baseball.

Men to host MAC leader Kent tomorrow

at Bradenton. Fla.; 1 p.m.

SUNDAY

By Bill Bord.wkk

Swimming:

Assistant Sports Editor

at NCAA Zone Diving; TBA
Baseball:
at Bradenton. Fla.; 10 a.m.

OUR CALL
The List
It's just about free agent signing time in the NFL. Today,
we're listing the top five

ANOYSHAfEB I THE BG NEWS
GREASY FAST: BG's team speed on the ice has been a strength lor them this season.

free agents.

1.) Lance Briggs:
Briggs is a beast on
the outside.

2.) Asante Samuel:
He'soneoftheNFL's

Falcons to face off with
Michigan State tonight
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

top corners.

3.) Alan Faneca: He's a
seven-time All Pro.

4.) Randy Moss: Moss
is still a deep threat.

5.) Bernard Berrian:
He had a career year.

Back on Oct 9, 2007, University
of Windsor hockey coach Pete
Belliveau and his team lost an exhibition game to Michigan State 6-0.
Belliveau said he "was impressed
with that team's speed" when the
season started.
Then, three days later, the
Lancers came to BG for another
exhibition and it's safe to say that
Belliveau was blown away by the

t

Falcons' speed in a 12-1 loss.
Thus, if BG holds one advantage
over the defending national champion Spartans this weekend in the
regular season's final series, it is a
valuable quickness.
"Our speed is dearly a strength
for us," BG coach Scott Paluch said.
"We have to use it to our advantage
this weekend, but with Michigan
State, they don't have a lot of weakSee HOCKEY | Page 10

BG plays host to the 23rd ranked
team in the country tomorrow
at Anderson Arena — and this is
a conference game.
That nationally ranked team
happens to be none other than
BG's MAC East rival Kent State.
The Golden Flashes earned
a spot in the Top 25 with its
65-57 victory over St. Mary's in
last Saturday's O'Reilly ESPNU
Bracket Buster event.
"You thank God for the opportunity and really its what you
make of it," said BG coach
Louis Orr on the chance to host
a ranked team. "In order to
achieve great things, you have
ENOCH WU ! THE BG NEWS
to have great opportunities • like
it has been all season, the next INCOMING: BG will (ace No 25 Kent State m its final home game of the season.
game is the biggest game of the
year."
Kent State has become the — going all the way out to did our research but we never
first MAC team since the 2001- California and beating a ranked saw him play live," said Kent
2002 Ball State Cardinals to be team in St. Mary's," Orr said. State coach )im Christian to the
ranked in the Top 25. That year "Kent epitomizes a quality team Associated Press after the game.
the Cardinals climbed to as high with a lot of substance."
"I'm glad he's with us. No one
as 15th in the AP Poll.
Al Fisher led the way for the would expect what he's given us.
The Flashes gained that Flashes against St. Mary's with He's been a tremendous player
national ranking by winning six 28 points. The junior-college all year."
straight games with the biggest transfer is averaging 21 points
By averaging 16.8 points per
coming in the aforementioned over the last six games — all
See MAIL! Page 10
game at St. Mary's.
Kent victories.
"They had a great road win
"We did our homework. We
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Co-captains leading BG tennis to stellar 9-0 record
■

From Page 9

"In order to achieve
great things, you

By Nat* Parsons
Reporter

BGttwib senior co-captains fenna
Nussbaum and Andrea Voile have
played an integral role in the success of this year's team.
With wins ova Cincinnati and
Xavier last weekend, Nussbauni
and Voile have helped lead the
. FBkx»S to a 9-0 n .ord - the second best start in sell >ol history.
Coach Penny Dean said
I Nussbauni and Voile have played
a huge part in the team's early-season success.
"I feel when dual matches stan.
as the captains go and as the rap
tains lead us goes the team.'' Dean
said." Iliey'redoinga phenomenal
job and I think it's played a huge
role in our SUCCeSS and I expect it
to continue throughout the rest of
this season."
B(i hopes to surpass the
school record for best start (100) when it travels to California
next week to face UC San Diego
and Cal Poly Pomona.
As captains, voted on by their
teammates, Nussbaum and Voile
ate excited about the opportunity.
It's neat because you have all
ihi'ixijpli' vou've looked up to for
three years, then Miuic captain
and you see how all the other players ](K)k up to you now, said Voile.
Nussbauni, in her second year
as a captain, said she has gotten
more comfortable being in that
leadership position and knowing what it takes to have a suc(essful season.
Nussbaum and Voile serve
many roles as captains. Thev
serve as leaders, role models,
liaisons between the players
and the coach and, according to
Dean, "watch dogs."
"They keep the team on track,"
Dean said. "They keep them
motivated, and they keep us
doing the little things to make
each player better."
Simply put. we serve as two
more coaches, said Voile. Any concerns or problems the team is having they discuss it with us first.
Voile said the biggest part of
being a captain is being a mle
model to the team.
"It's not so much we set up rules

HOCKEY

have to have great
opportunities.
Like it has been all
season, the next
game is the biggest
game of the year."
Louis Orr | BG coach
game during MAC play. Fisher
has improved on his scoring
average by two points in conference play.
The key to Fisher's game
might he his,ihility to get In I he

BGSU PHOTO SERVICES
PICTURE PERFECT] Sera co-uplains Jenna Nussbaum (left) and Andrea Voile (light) pose with coach Penny Dean (center). The BG tennis team is currently 9-0 this season

the team has to abide by, but they
see how we act and how we conduct ourselves."
Being a captain isn't all about
being a leader, liaison or role
model, there's also some fun
perks involved.
Nussbaum and Voile are in
charge of picking the uniforms

worn for each match and what
clothes and shoes the team gels
for the year. They also help with
decisions regarding (he banquet
and practices.
With the final stretch of their
senior season vastly approaching
and graduation upon them, the
thought of missing their team-

"Its definitely going to be a special night.
We've had four great years here so far,

From Page 9
nesses. That's usually what you
get when you play championshiplevel teams."
Michigan State is coming off
of a split with Michigan in which
each Central Collegiate Hockey
Association team won a game bv
a 5-2 final.
BG lost Friday's game 'to
Ferris State 2-1. but then came
back Saturday for a 2-1 victory
of their own on |ohn Mazzei s
third period goals.
The parallels for this weekend's
season finale continue.
Pahtch and MSU coach Rick
Comley have split Uieir first 12
meetings since Paluch's hiring for
the 2002-03 season. This 6-6 mark
for each coach includes last seasi ins Ielcon win in the final regular
season game. At the time, BG was
stuck in last place in the CCIIA
while the Spartans were headed
for national glory.
This time around, the spoils will
bea little different.
If BG can steal a few points from
MSU using that above-mentioned
quickness, they could lock up fifthplace in the CCIIA for the first time
since 2004-05. At the same time.

and there's still a lot on the line with
the playoffs coming up."
Michael Hodgson | BG defenseman
they could hold the defending
national champs from moving any
higher than third in the league.
"That was a really hard-fought
series last year," said falcon tricaptain Michael Hodgson. "Both
teams were battling pretty hard.
It's definitely going to lake a lot of
hard work and physical play on
our part to win again, but it should
be a great match-up."
Hie other intriguing factor in
this weekend's final home and
home series is that each club will
get to hold its respective senior
night ceremonies before the
pucks drop.
MSU will honor five seniors—
Jeff Dunne, Bryan Lerg, Zak
McClellan, Chris Mueller and
Daniel Vukovic—before Friday's
7:05 p.m. start at Munn Ice Arena
in Fast Lansing,
Tomorrow. BG will recognize its own five seniors—Ben

One Bedroom Apartments

Geelitn, Michael Hodgson, lohn
Mazzei, Mike Nesdill, and Derek
Whitmore—leading up to the
7:05 conclusion of the 2007-08
regular season.
"It's definitely going to be a
special night," said Hodgson of
tomorrow's game. "We've had four
great yean here so far, and there's
still a lot on the line with playoffs
coming up.
"V\fe have a lot to prove since
we were picked to finish last this
season, so we're going to come out
pretty hard."
Mazzei, another Falcon tri-captain, feels the same way about
ending, or perhaps not yet ending
his career here this weekend.
"I only have a few games left here
as a senior, and I'm just trying to
go out as best I can," said Mazzei,
who has been hot with six goals in
the last 10 games for BG. "I don't
want to end my career here yet."

"Every year there's always a
mates when the season is over is
on their minds.
-memory made It's going to be
Til miss my teammates the really hard not being aroiuid them
most," Nussbaum said. "I'm going every single day," she said.
to mostly miss being around great,
"We're like sisters," Voile said
enthusiastic friends that really about the team. "We do everything
want what's best for the team and
willing to do what's best for the
See CAPTAINS | Page II
team before what's best for them."

ONE MORE
From Page 9
They've seen three classes
of seniors go and now it's
their turn. Achter said she is
finally starting to understand
what former teammates were
talking about.
"It's hard to really understand
that it's going to be over in a
month," Achter said. "F.verything
we've done in our lives up to
this point has been focused on
basketball Basketball is what's
gotten us here. To imagine that
being gone is something really
hard to grasp."
While such an incredible run
is drawing to a close, the Falcons
(20-6,11-3) are in the driver's seat
for grasping a fourth consecutive
MAC regular season title. This
season was supposed to be a
rebuilding year for a team that,
for three years, couldn't lose.
But behind the leadership of
Achter and Taylor, the season has
been anything but. They have
helped guide a talented group of
young players to the threshold
of yet another No. 1 seed in the
upcoming MAC Tournament.
"This year's been great." Taylor
said. "Expectations for the team

free throw line. He has 126 free
throw attempts on the season
and has converted on 104 (82
percent) of those tries.
"He's a guy that you got to
try and keep out of the line
— if you can," Orr said of Fisher.
"He energizes them — he
makes them go."
For BG to win this game,
they're going to need a similar performance to the victory this past weekend at
Detroit Mercy.
The 81-65 victory may have
been BG's most complete victory of the season. Guards )oe
lakubowski and Brian Moten
led the way scoring-wise with
a combined 35 points, but
they were not the only players who played well — it was
•a team effort.
"We need everybody —
guard play is essential, but we
need everyone to play at a high
level," Orr said. "When we're
at our best, we have balance
—we are not just depending on
Nate [Millerl to make plays the
whole game. The Detroit game
was a great example where we
did have contributions from a
lot of different people."
The Falcons will need
those similar contributions
to knock off the nationallyranked Flashes.

'ts ^iarc't0 rea"y understand tnat it's going
to be over in a month...To imagine that being
gone is something really hard to grasp."
Kale Achter | BG point guatd
going in were still high, but we team and running the gamut
weren't exactly sure with the with them."
young group. So to accomplish
There are still games to be
what we already have, and to be played after tomorrow's match
out there this season with my up with Buffalo, but Achter
knee healthy again is all I could and Taylor both agreed that,
ever ask for."
while the final curtain beginFor Miller, both players were ning to descend on their colthe missing pieces to his pro- lege careers, they're leaving
gram's championship puzzle behind a team that will be able
at the guard spot four years ago. to continue the winning legacy
Now, he'll be calling the plays for they've been such a major part
his extension on the floor and the of since 2004.
bench scorer he said was the best
"I think that this year is a big
shooter he's ever coached in their statement," Achter said. "We've
final home game as seniors.
put ourselves in position to win
He cited both players' leader- a championship when nobody
ship, demanding presence and thought we could, when everypatience with the host of new- one thought our offensive fire
comersasthreeoftheirbest traits power was gone and our expethis season.
rience was out the window...
"It's been a special time Whitney and I can say that
with them," Miller said. "1 we've had a big hand [in the
think their greatest accom- young players'| growth as playplishment is clearly this year ers and as people in general."
and their leadership, takTip off for Achter and Taylor's
ing a young, inexperienced final home game is set for 4 p.m.
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CAPTAINS
From Page 10

together. It's so much more than
a team, it's like a family. I'll feel
like I'm leaving my family when
I graduate."
Dean will miss their individual
tennis games.
Both players are ranked in the
top 20 in BG history for combined
wins in a career - Nussbaum is
18th with 94 wins, while Voile is
19thwith91.
But. more importantly, Dean
will miss them as people.
"I'll miss them so much as people because you get to know them
so well. Four years of many, many,
many hours together. I'll miss their
conversations and camaraderie"
One conversation Dean will
remember is the one she had
with Voile during Voile's freshman
year. Dean didn't comment on the
conversation, but said it involved
some "motherly advice."
Dean will also remember Voile
for always being organized and
detailed and being a huge hitter on the tennis court. She'll
remember Nussbaum for her
doubles play, her crazy relation-

"We're like sisters. We do everything
together. It's so much more than a team,

The Daily Crossword Fix
' .'

my family when I graduate."

•
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Andrea Voile I BG tennis

ships, her constant enthusiasm
While the team has come out
and for having a "fantastic serve of the gates on a roll, Nussbaum
that all of us admire."
and Voile, along with the team,
Coach Dean said it's been an don't feel the season will be a
success unless they win the Midhonor to coach them.
Through their first three seasons American Conference.
on the tennis team, best friends
"Our dream is to win the MAG"
Nussbaum and Voile never played Nussbaum said. "When we go
together. That changed this sea- to practice, when we work out,
son when coach Dean paired when we're traveling, that's what
them together. Voile admits it was drives us to be as successful as
challenging at first.
we've been."
"Being a doubles partner with
"I don't think anything could
INussbauml has been challeng- top the feeling of coming up
ing," Voile said, "because we're so on top in the MAC," Voile said.
comfortable with each other and "Winning all the MAC matches
we fight like sisters."
or winning the MAC tournaFighting hasn't been a issue as ment would be the ultimate; that
the duo is 7-2 at the second flight would be more amazing than
in doubles play since dual-match any winning streak."
The Falcons will begin their
play has begun. And they have
helped BG win the doubles point quest to win the MAC on March
in eight of its nine dual matches 21 when they travel to Ypsilanti.
Mich., to face Eastern Michigan.
this season.

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

By Christopher Leonard
The Associated Press

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept
idvertistmrim thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual or group on the basis of race.
■ex. color, creed, religion, national origin,
seiual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis olany other legally
protected status.
The BG News leserves the right lo decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as Ihose found lo be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, mlsJeadingor false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
lo editing and approval.

City Events
Radiance Studio Anniversary Party
Open to public Bellydanctng. drumming, karate. Sun March 2nd, 4-6
pm/419-217-6690 Location 437 S.
Main St., Suite #3 Bowling Green

Travel
SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES!!!1
Ytbtravel com/jwin
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL419/290-7804.

Personals
HELP WIN $20,000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
www bgdancemarathon com

Wanted
Summer Subleaser Wanted
$313.00 & FREE WATER

(419)346-3800

CAMP COUNSELORS - Secure
your summer job early! We oiler traditional day. sports, and specialty
camps (art, adventure, teen extreme
& outdoor ed.) Season runs early
June - late August. Counselors must
be at least 18 yrs old; bilingual
(Spanish/English) skills desirable
Sites available throughout city including Powell, Wotthington. Gahanna. Milliard. Pickertngton. Canal
Winchester. Reynoldsburg, Bexley,
Whitehall, Hilltop. Grove City, Lockbourne & Circleville
EXTENDED CARE - stall are also
needed at most camp locations to
provide care and supervision ol
school-age children before and after
camp hours (7-9 am and 3-6pm).
Visit
www.ymcacolumbus.otln
download an application, and learn
more. Resumes are also accepted
through the addresses on the website, or call 614-224-1142 to get the
number lor a camp director near
your home EOE
Dancers Wanted!! Need SSS. Make
big $$S Flex, schedules. No experience needed Must be 18 yrs. Call
419-476-9615
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn S20-S100 to test and play new
video games, www videogamepay.
com
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists ol operating equipment, including floor buffers and floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and art work and applying gym lloor
finish. We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work. Job pays S6
per hour You can expect between
40-50 hours per week Hours can be
flexible. Must be punctual and reliable and willing to accept responsibility. Please contact Joe Koch,
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-825-1714.

pg^io

brought to you by

its like a family. I'll feel like I'm leaving

Brawling
with
Budweiser
ST. LOUIS — Anheuser-Busch
Cos. Inc. and Ultimate Fighting
Championship unveiled an
advertising alliance yesterday
that marks a coming-of-age
endorsement for a sport that
Sen. lohn McCain once derided
as "human cockfighting."
UFC has come a long way since
it was founded in 1993 with an
anything-goes mentality that pitted tough fighters in sometimes
bloody matches. The league is now
a muliinullion dollar enterprise
that broadcasts arena-filled events
on pay-per-view and has deals
with cable networks like Spike TV
UFC president Dana White said
the Anheuser- Busch endorsement
is a key step in the sport's migration into mainstream entertainment because of the brewer's reputation as a flagship sponsor for
sports like boxing and NASCAR
"It's huge for the sport," White
said.
For the nation's largest brewer,
the partnership is a great way to
reach the choice beer-drinking
consumer group of males ages 21
to 34, said Tony Ponturo, vice president of global media and sports
marketing for the St. Louis-based
maker of Budweiser, Bud light
and other brews.
"We're... following the consumer and what they are interested in,"
Ponturo said.
Anheuser-Busch declined to say
how much it will spend on the
UFC campaign. But Ponturo said
the Bud light logo will be emblazoned the floor of the fighting ring
at big events beginning May 24.
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1
5
9
14
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36
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44
46

Haiku, e.g.
Fifty percent
Toss back and forth
Royal address
Stick in the fridge?
Take off to settle down?
Narrow opening
Marquee name
Obligations
Anonymous writer, perhaps
Genetic attribute
Fuss
So that's it!
Intelligence operation
Boob tubes
Half of Mork's sign-off
African country
Resound
Labors
Sub shop
Everett and Lowe
Dark time in ads

Sibilant "Yb!"
Edmonton pro
Writer Jong
Like liters and grams
Party giver
Utah ski resort
Element »82
Layout of a publication
Flintstone's town
Out of the wind
Piece of cake
Immunization letters
Sycophant's response 45
Collar type
Wash, neighbor
47
50
Games authority
Diarist Nin
51
Large tub
52
British musician Brian 56
Regretting
Mack or Koppel
57
Support-line employ- 58
60
ees
61
Electronic censor
Skeleton in the closet 62
Quirky
63
64
Tell whoppers
65
RR stop

Occupant: abbr.
Ulterior motive
Secret agent
Marked, as a ballot
New York city
Headmaster's domain
Slangy assents
Stooge
Indigo plant
Money in the bank
Copse element
1492 caravel
Greek letters
Nursing a grudge
All-out run
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15

, PISHN€LLO*S

tAIGHT YEARS

203 N. <V.oin M™™"1 352-5166
$6.00 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

People with a gender
bias
Part of HEW
Cal. neighbor
Makes fit
Close by
Ancient land on the
Aegean
Pocket change
Islamic deity
Flightless bird
Starchy root
Ornamental |ug
Old knife
Carl of the Bosox
Opposite WNW

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
www.pisanellos.com
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* Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply
campcedarcom

WILL YOU NEED MONEY
AFTER SPRING BREAK????
" START MARCH 10TH "
WORK OUTSIDE WITH
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN
S8/HR GUARANTEEDI!
"WEEKLY BONUS AS WELL"
WORK UNTIL END OF SEMESTER
NIGHTS 3-9PM & SATURDAYS
YOU PICK THE DAYS!!
•MUST HAVE
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND NEAT APPEARANCE"
CALL KRIS @ 419-261-6034

- 07-08 SY MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms
729 4th St 4 BDRM C/A W/D.
307.5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as $225 00
See CartyRentals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325

The Wood County Juvenile Detention Center is accepting applications
tor the position ol part-time DETENTION OFFICER. Responsibilities include supervising detained residents
to ensure the safety, security, health
and welfare of all detained residents
and staff. This position is also responsible for maintaining lull compliance with local, state and federal
regulatory requirements and ensuring that all work duties are performed
in accordance with the Detention
Center's established policies and
procedures. Candidates must possess a high school diploma College
coursework in Criminal Justice or a
related Held or other related |Ob experience is preferred. Minimum age
of applicants must be 21 or older
The starting rate of pay is S10.27
hour Resumes to be sent to Judith
Schember. Shift Supervisor, 11120
East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling
Green, Ohio 43402. telephone (419)
352-3554, or email at:
jschember@co.wood oh.us
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
SAVE LAKE ERIE
419-806-4298

2 bedrm. 404 1/2 S College $675
per mo., plus utilities. AC. WD.
Avail Aug (419)352-6948
3 8,4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456
3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus. Nice yard. Avail. 8/1/08-7/
31/09 $812 mo (419)308-2406

For-Rent

* 3 bdrm. available in August.
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9470
1,2,3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August '08. 1 yr lease.
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered, (419)409-1110.
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440* util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S945 + uUI
613 5th -3BR House
$795 + util.
609 5th - 3 BR House
$900 + util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

Bocks From Campm

Studios &1 Bedrooms:

3 bedrm 404 S. College $650 per
month, plus utilities. Available Aug
419-352-4850
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 bdrm apt
Avail Fall. $475/mo.. util's included
419-352-5882.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.

wot buckeyeinnandstudios com
FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
www.bgapartments.com
Large 4 Bdrm House, 149 S. Prospect St, washer/dryer hook up, close
to campus, avail 8/15/08 $1050 ♦util
419-353-1556
Last apartment, 4 bedrooms, 2 bath
Small pets ok $1000 per month

(419)308-3525

Studios: I i$309
3m $435
Move in Febiuaiy or March and receive
$100 off your first month's rent!

LOW PRICE • CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08. 1 block from campus 239
Manville, 3 bdrm., 1 bath, good cond
$650 mo Sm pet (419)352.9392.
Pet Friendly!
Free Heat! Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

CA.PBII.

Short Term Lusts AvaM
419-352-7881

El

Subleaser needed! May -Aug Furn
room, private bathrrrv. iree internet &
cable $309 mo Copper Beech. Call
440-821-6420

SUMMER & FULL-TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS:

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY
letv

352-0164

Sign a lease between
February 11 -29 & save $125
on security deposit
www univet'sityapaitments us

00am - 4 00pm
ii ic 00am 200pm

SERVERS
BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS/GROUNDSKEEPER
LIFEGUARDS
RECEPTIONIST/COMPUTER
LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS/FLEXIBLE HOURS/
EXCELLENT PAY
INTERVIEW NOW FOR BEST POSITIONS:
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116
(440) 333-1155
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC

MEN'S HOCKEY

12 fofay. February 29.200E

WAL-MART

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Ice Em BG! Beat Michigan State!

SUPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

SAVINGS
3$ & HH
131 West Gypsy Lane* 352-3776
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Become a Falcon Fanatic!

Get all your game gear at SBX
• Foam Fingers
• T-ihlrtt,
• Sweatshirts
•Blankets

• Face Decals
•Jackets
• Seat Cushions
• Thunderstkks

510 East Wooster st, BG

• Bandanas
•Pom Poms
• orange wigs
• and much more!

419.3537712

